Belongings May Be Secured By Rightful Owners

In a last effort to return belong-
ing left at the freshmen camp a few weeks ago to their original owners, the Technology Christian Association has announced that the following articles have been turned in: one brown felt hat, one safety razor, one package of razor blades, one shaving brush, one tooth brush, two tubes of shaving cream, one Sales' glove, three bathing suits (one blue, one black, one red), two blue pairs of swimming trunks, one pair of running pants, two handsheets, two athletic shoes, and one pair of running
pants.

Any one wishing to claim any of the above articles, may do so at the T.C.A. Office.
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Furthermore, more and more grandma is reproducing fairly closely to the drama. (3) Farce. (4) Melo-
drama. (5) The comedy of mnanners to the drama; (2) Relation of the theatre, to the drama; (1) Meaning of the talkies as a dramatic form.

Part II: (9) Modern tragedy. (10) Historical and legendary plays from the drama of the past and present from the historical and legendological past, corresponding to references in famous previous drama. (11) Biblical drama. (12) Realistic drama. (13) Biblical drama, the thesis. When questioned as to his future plans or regards League activity, Smith answered that his interest and desire is to join the League would not abate.

Bones

The Walrus from Boston U., gives us some more trick definitions with this historical note that they data activities are listed to the various groups interested in the workings of the organization. It is with members of the Secretariat at all meetings of the Committee and Court, and is to intimate contact with those in author-

Undergraduate Notice

There will be a meeting of the Undergraduate Notice Committee on the steps of the library on Tuesday, November 24th, at 2:30 P.M. The business will be the election of new members of Course VII. Everybody will be welcome to attend.

Coop Pays Members
1934-35 Dividends

And 9% Restated Dividends. Applicable To Bills

Many members of the Harvard Coop. Cooperative Society received their an-
nual dividend yesterday on purchases made during the 1934-35 term. The way in which all cash pur-
chases with charge accounts merchandised at 7½ cents.

Any nation, member or not, from trading
with Italy, by means of the so-called "geen
League" force, composed of the armies and navies of the
member nations.

World Peace Dependent on Germany

Asked about the possibility of a peace treaty with the German Reich, Prof. Smith replied that such a peace is not feasible. Consequently I am offering this year two courses of six lectures each on dramas.

The first division of two groups of essays is in a exposition of the chief ideas of the drama of the past and present from the historical and legendological past, corresponding to references in famous previous drama.

Part I: Introduction — the nature of the drama; (1) Relation of the theatre to the drama. (2) Modern drama; (3) Comic drama; (4) Melodramatic drama; (5) The comedy of manners to the drama; (6) Tragedy. (7) Classic tragedy; (8) Roman; (9) Greek; (10) Biblical; (11) Biblical drama, the thesis. When questioned as to his future plans or regards League activity, Smith answered that his interest and desire is to join the League would not abate.

Bones

The Walrus from Boston U., gives us some more trick definitions with this historical note that they data activities are listed to the various groups interested in the workings of the organization. It is with members of the Secretariat at all meetings of the Committee and Court, and is to intimate contact with those in author-
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